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Rachels Holiday
Rachel Berger needs twenty-five cents to make her dream come true. But for Rachel,
twenty-five cents is a fortune--and she's running out of time. A Sydney Taylor Book
Award Notable Title Third-grader Rachel Berger longs to be different. At the very least,
she'd like to be set apart from her copycat little sister, Hannah. The second Rachel
spots the glass rose buttons at Mr. Solomon's button shop, her heart stops. They'll be
the perfect, unique touch on the skirt her mother is making her for Rosh Hashanah.
There's just one problem: Rachel can't afford them. With her focus set on earning
enough to buy them before the holiday, will Rachel lose sight of what's really important?
Themes of sisterhood, sibling rivalry, and strong family values are organically woven in
to this charmingly illustrated chapter book set on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in
the early twentieth century.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The knockdown, drag-out, untold story of the
other scandal that rocked Nixon’s White House, and reset the rules for crooked
presidents to come—with new reporting that expands on Rachel Maddow’s Peabody
Award–nominated podcast “Both a thriller and a history book, Bag Man is a triumph of
storytelling.”—Preet Bharara, New York Times bestselling author of Doing Justice and
host of the podcast Stay Tuned with Preet Is it possible for a sitting vice president to
direct a vast criminal enterprise within the halls of the White House? To have one of the
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most brazen corruption scandals in American history play out while nobody’s paying
attention? And for that scandal to be all but forgotten decades later? The year was
1973, and Spiro T. Agnew, the former governor of Maryland, was Richard Nixon’s
second-in-command. Long on firebrand rhetoric and short on political experience,
Agnew had carried out a bribery and extortion ring in office for years, when—at the
height of Watergate—three young federal prosecutors discovered his crimes and
launched a mission to take him down before it was too late, before Nixon’s impending
downfall elevated Agnew to the presidency. The self-described “counterpuncher” vice
president did everything he could to bury their investigation: dismissing it as a “witch
hunt,” riling up his partisan base, making the press the enemy, and, with a crumbling
circle of loyalists, scheming to obstruct justice in order to survive. In this blockbuster
account, Rachel Maddow and Michael Yarvitz detail the investigation that exposed
Agnew’s crimes, the attempts at a cover-up—which involved future president George H.
W. Bush—and the backroom bargain that forced Agnew’s resignation but also spared
him years in federal prison. Based on the award-winning hit podcast, Bag Man expands
and deepens the story of Spiro Agnew’s scandal and its lasting influence on our
politics, our media, and our understanding of what it takes to confront a criminal in the
White House.
A LIFETIME OF SECRETS. A SUMMER OF NEW BEGINNINGS.
_____________________ "So tender and thoughtful. I loved it" MARIAN KEYES "A
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gorgeous, rich treat" JANE FALLON "Warm, intriguing, brimming with tenderness... A
joyous book" RUTH JONES ________________________ ONLY THE TRUTH WILL
SET HER FREE . . . After her wedding in cancelled hours before she is due to walk
down the aisle, Rachel is newly single and must move back in with her mother, Eleanor.
But their relationship is far from perfect, and their family home is filled with secrets. It
will take a devastating turn of events for Rachel to finally unravel a powerful truth. One
that Eleanor has kept close to her heart for decades. Will unlocking the past help
Rachel find the key to her future? "This book is incredibly special... I cared so deeply for
all of the characters... I got lost in it and I miss the characters so much" GABY ROSLIN
"Involving and emotional" JANET ELLIS "Warm and compelling" WOMAN
________________________ Early readers absolutely love The Things We Left
Unsaid: 'A really enjoyable book.' 'Truly beautiful. I adored this book. I cried and know
that when I read this again and again I'll cry each time.' 'A real and full story that was
completely relatable.' 'An excellent read and I would certainly recommend it.' 'The
sense of time and place was very authentic.' 'I loved the characters and both them and
London felt so alive. The story unfolded at a good pace with lots of treasured moments
and the story felt new.' 'The little details portraying the different time periods really make
this book special. This is definitely one I'll be recommending.' 'A beautiful story of
relationships and their complications.' 'Would recommend without hesitation.' 'I
absolutely loved it.' 'Set in two time periods, present day and the sixties, this is a
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compelling tale of two women coming of age and coming to terms with themselves. I
loved this book.' 'I loved this book, from start to finish it had me wanting to keep
reading!' 'It is funny, sad and intriguing, a must read. I honestly was sad to get to the
end.' 'A funny, touching story.' 'This novel is an absolute gem. I loved everything about
it.' 'I loved the way the characters were developed in the story. They worked their way
into my heart.' 'This author has insight and compassion and is an excellent storyteller,
wise and full of empathy.'
Opposites attract at L.A.’s largest soup kitchen when a businesswoman falls in love
with one of her patrons... Savannah Carrington is too busy for romance. She has a
soup kitchen to operate which, thankfully, helps her avoid her socialite mother’s
attempts to marry her off to some L.A. millionaire. When a patron is attacked, she runs
fearlessly down a dark alley to help. Saved by a man who emerges from the shadows,
she wants to thank him but he’s disappeared. Yosef “Joe” MacArthur, a Green Beret,
has gone into hiding. Admiring Savannah from afar, he’ll never admit to his growing
feelings for her and will stop at nothing to keep her safe. But the White House is making
it hard, tearing apart L.A. to award him the highest military honor any soldier could
receive. Joe has no time for that, with Savannah still in danger. Hunted by the leader of
a notorious drug ring, Joe is faced with an impossible choice: save a city full of innocent
civilians or save Savannah. A most unlikely pairing, love shows no limits in this
emotional, action-packed, heartfelt story. “Boom!! This is how you write a debut novel.”
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—GOODREADS REVIEW “Props to Rachel for keeping me engaged... so captivating, I
could not put the book down!” —SAVVYREADS
"[Nightbitch] feels like reading a deliciously long text from your smartest friend, with a
hint of Kafka, if Kafka lived in the age of mommy bloggers . . . Yoder writes about
contemporary anxieties with so much intelligence and charm that she can cause you to
reflect without spiraling into deep depression. That’s a feat, these days, greater than
metamorphosis."—Glamour In this blazingly smart and voracious debut, an artist turned
stay-at-home mom becomes convinced she's turning into a dog. One day, the mother
was a mother, but then one night, she was quite suddenly something else... An
ambitious mother puts her art career on hold to stay at home with her newborn son, but
the experience does not match her imagination. Two years later, she steps into the
bathroom for a break from her toddler's demands, only to discover a dense patch of
hair on the back of her neck. In the mirror, her canines suddenly look sharper than she
remembers. Her husband, who travels for work five days a week, casually dismisses
her fears from faraway hotel rooms. As the mother's symptoms intensify, and her
temptation to give in to her new dog impulses peak, she struggles to keep her altercanine-identity secret. Seeking a cure at the library, she discovers the mysterious
academic tome which becomes her bible, A Field Guide to Magical Women: A Mythical
Ethnography, and meets a group of mommies involved in a multilevel-marketing
scheme who may also be more than what they seem. An outrageously original novel of
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ideas about art, power, and womanhood wrapped in a satirical fairy tale, Nightbitch will
make you want to howl in laughter and recognition. And you should. You should howl
as much as you want.
The fast lane is much too slow for Rachel Walsh. And Manhattan is the perfect place for
a young Irish female to overdo everything. But Rachel's love of a good time is about to
land her in the emergency room. It will also cost her a job and the boyfriend she adores.
When her loving family hustles her back home and checks her into Ireland's answer to
the Betty Ford Clinic, Rachel is hopeful. Perhaps it will be lovely-spa treatments,
celebrities, that kind of thing. Instead, she finds a lot of group therapy, which leads her,
against her will, to some important self-knowledge. She will also find something that all
women like herself fear: a man who might actually be good for her.
Twenty-five years after the iconic, 1.5 million-copy bestseller Rachel's Holiday burst into
our lives, Rachel's BACK! Pre-order Marian Keyes' hilarious, heart-warming sequel,
Again, Rachel, NOW. Back in the long ago nineties, Rachel Walsh was a mess. But a
spell in rehab transformed everything. Life became very good, very quickly. These
days, Rachel has love, family, a great job as an addiction counsellor, she even
gardens. Her only bad habit is a fondness for expensive trainers. But with the sudden
reappearance of a man she'd once loved, her life wobbles. She'd thought she was
settled. Fixed forever. Is she about to discover that no matter what our age, everything
can change? Is it time to think again, Rachel? PRAISE FOR MARIAN KEYES: 'SUCH a
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treat. Like reading the cleverest cream cake of words' CAITLIN MORAN 'Superb. Warmhearted, wise and highly entertaining' OBSERVER 'Messy, tangled complex humans
who reminded me that few of us ever really sort our lives out at all' JOJO MOYES,
bestselling author of Me Before You
Now a Netflix original series starring Austin Abrams and Midori Francis! A whirlwind
holiday season romance from the New York Times bestselling authors of Nick &
Norah’s Infinite Playlist. “I’ve left some clues for you. If you want them, turn the page.
If you don’t, put the book back on the shelf, please.” 16-year-old Lily has left a red
notebook full of challenges on her favorite bookstore shelf, waiting for just the right guy
to come along and accept its dares. Dash, in a bad mood during the holidays, happens
to be the first guy to pick up the notebook and rise to its challenges. What follows is a
whirlwind romance as Dash and Lily trade dares, dreams, and desires in the notebook
they pass back and forth at locations all across New York City. But can their in-person
selves possibly connect as well as their notebook versions, or will their scavenger hunt
end in a comic mismatch of disastrous proportions? Co-written by Rachel Cohn
(GINGERBREAD) and David Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL
GRAYSON with John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), DASH & LILY'S BOOK OF
DARES is a love story that will have readers scouring bookstore shelves, looking and
longing for a love (and a red notebook) of their own.

The brand NEW instalment from the internationally bestselling DORK DIARIES
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series, now with 13 million copies in print worldwide! Perfect for fans of Wimpy
Kid, Tom Gates, Jacqueline Wilson and James Patterson. Nikki's diary is up to
the month of May, and springtime is sure to bring more adorkable fun for Nikki
and her friends Chloe, Zoey and Brandon!
Rachel's HolidayPoolbeg Press
Ever since legwarmers were cool, best friends Tara, Katherine, and Fintan have
survived small-town ennui, big-city heartbreak, and endless giddy nights out on
the town. But now that they've graduated to their slightly more serious thirties,
only Fintan has what can honestly be called a "love life." With Tara struggling
daily with her eternal diet—and her dreadful, penny-pinching boyfriend—and
Katherine keeping her single existence as organized as her drawer full of
matching bra and panty sets, it seems they'll never locate the exit door out of the
"last chance saloon." But it's always when you are least ready for change that
fate insists on one. And when catastrophe inevitably follows crisis, the lives of
three best friends are sure to change in unexpected ways ... and not necessarily
for the worse. You devoured the hilarious antics of Claire in Watermelon. You
laughed 'til you cried in Lucy Sullivan Is Getting Married. You took a vacation
gone mad in Rachel's Holiday. You flew away with Margaret—good girl gone
bad—in Angels. You got a peek inside the cutthroat world of women's fashion
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magazines in Sushi for Beginners. Now, raise your glass to Tara, Katherine, and
Fintan in Last Chance Saloon.
Rosie doesn't want to go on holiday, she likes her own room and her own
garden. But when Rosie arrives and discovers the sea, the boats and the beach,
she finds that being on holiday is wonderful - and she doesn't want to leave.
An Amish widow must rely on her faith and the kindness of her close-knit
community as she mends her broken heart in this compelling novel in the
Pleasant Valley series. It has been almost a year since the Amish community of
Pleasant Valley lost Ezra Brand to a tragic accident. Since then, his wife Rachel
has struggled to raise their three children and run their dairy farm... Rachel’s
friends and family have come forward to help. But all of their constant advice,
however well intentioned, puts undue pressure on Rachel. And when Ezra’s best
friend, Gideon Zook, asks her permission to build the greenhouse that Ezra had
always promised her, she finds his presence too painful a reminder of the past.
As spring turns to summer, and Rachel puts her heart into growing the plants that
have always brought her joy, can she discover the courage to embrace new
beginnings?
Can you fall in love like they do in the movies? It's Evie Summers's job to find
out. Because if she can't convince her film agency's biggest client, Ezra Chester,
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to write the romantic-comedy screenplay he owes producers, her career will be
over. The catch? He thinks rom-coms are unrealistic--and he'll only put pen to
paper if Evie shows him that it's possible to meet a man in real life the way it
happens on the big screen. Cynical Evie might not believe in happily ever after,
but she'll do what it takes to save the job that's been her lifeline . . . even if it
means reenacting iconic rom-com scenes in public. Spilling orange juice on a
cute stranger? No problem. Leaving her number in books all over London to see
who calls? Done. With a little help from her well-meaning friends--and Ben and
Anette, the adorable father-daughter duo who keep witnessing her
humiliations--Evie is determined to prove she can meet a man the way Sally met
Harry. But can a workaholic who's given up on love find a meet-cute of her very
own?
The voices of Mrs. Midas, Queen Kong, and Frau Freud, to say nothing of the
Devil's wife herself, startle us with their wit, imagination, and incisiveness in this
collection of poems written from the perspectives of the wives of famous--and
infamous--male personages. Reprint.
Lisa Edwards This Prada-wearing magazine editor thinks her life is over when
her "fabulous" new job turns out to be a deportation to Dublin to launch Colleen
magazine. The only saving grace is that her friends aren't there to witness her
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downward spiral. Might her new boss, the disheveled and moody Jack Devine,
save her from a fate worse than hell? Ashling Kennedy Ashling, Colleen's
assistant editor, is an award-winning worrier, increasinglyaware that something
fundamental is missing from her life -- apart from a boyfriendand a waistline.
Clodagh "Princess" Kelly Ashling's best friend, Clodagh, lives the domestic
dream in a suburban castle.So why, lately, has she had the recurring urge to kiss
a frog -- or sleep with afrog, if truth be told?As these three women search for
love, success, and happiness, they willdiscover that if you let things simmer
under the surface for too long, sooneror later they'll boil over. Discover the Keyes
to a Great Read!
The Publishers Weekly and USA TODAY Best Seller! The official Hallmark
Channel Christmas keepsake takes you behind-the-scenes of your favorite feelgood holiday films with the casts' memories, photos, recipes and more. This
stunning book invites readers to an exclusive inside look at the making of
everyone's favorite holiday classics with secrets from the stars, screenwriters, set
designers, costume designers, and directors who create the movie magic.
Featuring the network's top leading ladies and gentlemen--Candace Cameron
Bure, Lacey Chabert, Kristin Chenoweth, Debbie Matenopoulos, Cameron
Mathison, Chris McNally, Danica McKellar, Christina Milian, Tamera MowryPage 11/25
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Housley, Jodie Sweetin, Holly Robinson Peete, Alexa and Carlos PenaVega, and
many others--this ultimate deck-the-halls guide shares their personal holiday
recipes, favorite ideas for Christmas decorating and gift giving, as well as ways to
savor and share the true meaning of the holidays. Inside you'll find: • 45 recipes
for delicious holiday meals, Christmas cookies, desserts, cocktails, and even
snacks perfect for serving at your movie marathons, plus recipes from the
Hallmark Channel movie stars such as Danica McKellar's Chocolate Yule Log,
Chris McNally's Classic Eggnog, and Lacey Chabert's Sweet Potato Pie • A
heartfelt foreword from Candace Cameron Bure on her love of the holiday
season • An introduction from Country Living Editor-in-Chief Rachel Hardage
Barrett on how holiday movies offer comfort and warmth • Super-fun quizzes to
test your Hallmark Channel Christmas Movie IQ • Special decorating and giftwrapping ideas and thoughtful ways to express gratitude • Everything you need
to host a watch-party including a play-along bingo card and shareable memes •
Color photos throughout including captivating images from your favorite holiday
romances • Heartwarming tales of rescue animals like the network's Happy the
Dog and Happy the Cat It's the must-have gift for your favorite Hallmark Channel
movie fan or for anyone who wants to put a little more happily-ever-after into the
happiest season of all!
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New York Times bestseller Rachel Ignotofsky's Women in Art comes to the
youngest readers in board format! Highlighting the creative contributions of
female artists, this board book edition of the original bestseller features simpler
text and Rachel Ignotofsky's signature illustrations reimagined for younger
readers, to give young creators the perfect role models to grow up with while
inspiring a love of art. The collection features diverse women creating a wide
array of artistic mediums who paved the way for the next generation of artists.
The perfect gift for fans of Rachel Ignotofsky's other board books and buyers of
Dream Big, Little One and A Is for Awesome!
From the creator of the New York Times bestseller Women in Science, comes a
new nonfiction picture book series ready to grow young scientists by nurturing
their curiosity about the natural world--starting with what's inside a flower.
Budding backyard scientists can start exploring their world with this stunning
introduction to these flowery show-stoppers--from seeds to roots to blooms.
Learning how flowers grow gives kids beautiful building blocks of science and
inquiry. In the launch of a new nonfiction picture book series, Rachel Ignotofsky's
distinctive art style and engaging, informative text clearly answers any questions
a child (or adult) could have about flowers.
Shawn returns to beautiful Saranac Lake as a camp counselor--missing the
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comfort of his little brother's footsteps behind him. Rachel is a city girl in every
sense, but she arrives at camp ready to become someone new. Shawn and
Rachel meet on the lakeshore and fall headfirst into something neither is
prepared for. Meanwhile, a secret lies beneath the surface. Will these two lovers
find common ground in the eye of the storm? Shawn & Rachel is a book from He
Said, She Said, an EPIC Press six set series. This series contains explicit
content.
Growing up in their elite British private school, three girls became inseparable.
Decades later and worlds apart, they'll soon discover that some bonds last
forever.Liz, an ambitious businesswoman, is beholden to nobody and determined
to keep it that way. Emily, a homebody with a countryside cottage, is happy to be
surrounded by her family and her crafts. Chrissy, a writer turned realtor, is living
the American dream in sunny Los Angeles. But are their lives as perfect as they
seem? ?A sudden tragedy reunites the childhood friends, but just as they begin
to reconnect, their lives are derailed. Each will be forced to re-examine who they
are and make some life-altering decisions. Can they embrace their chance for
true happiness, or will they continue to be molded by those around them??In this
compelling tale of struggle and redemption, three women learn that when your
world turns upside down it's your true friends that lead you back home.
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A biography of the pioneering scientist and environmentalist, Rachel Carson,
author of Silent Spring. "Once you are aware of the wonder and beauty of earth,
you will want to learn about it," wrote Rachel Carson. Determined and curious
even as a child, Rachel Carson's fascination with the natural world led her to
study biology, and pursue a career in science at a time when very few women
worked in the field. This lyrical, illustrated biography follows Carson's
journey—from a girl exploring the woods, to a woman working to help support her
family during the Great Depression, to a journalist and pioneering researcher,
investigating and exposing the harmful effects of pesticide overuse. Best known
for writing Silent Spring, Rachel Carson was a major figure in the early
environmental movement, and her work brought a greater understanding of the
impact humans have on our planet. Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed
the World offers a glimpse at the early life that shaped her interest in nature, and
the way one person's determination can inspire others to fight for real change. An
author's note delves into how Silent Spring helped shape the modern
environmental movement and inspired a generation of readers to get involved in
conservation. Detailed source notes and a list of recommended reading are
included. A National Sciencce Teachers Association Outstanding Science Trade
Book A Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year
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"The Matzah Ball had me laughing out loud...an all-around terrific read."—Debbie
Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author Oy! to the world Rachel
Rubenstein-Goldblatt is a nice Jewish girl with a shameful secret: she loves
Christmas. For a decade she’s hidden her career as a Christmas romance
novelist from her family. Her talent has made her a bestseller even as her chronic
illness has always kept the kind of love she writes about out of reach. But when
her diversity-conscious publisher insists she write a Hanukkah romance, her well
of inspiration suddenly runs dry. Hanukkah’s not magical. It’s not merry. It’s not
Christmas. Desperate not to lose her contract, Rachel’s determined to find her
muse at the Matzah Ball, a Jewish music celebration on the last night of
Hanukkah, even if it means working with her summer camp archenemy—Jacob
Greenberg. Though Rachel and Jacob haven’t seen each other since they were
kids, their grudge still glows brighter than a menorah. But as they spend more
time together, Rachel finds herself drawn to Hanukkah—and Jacob—in a way she
never expected. Maybe this holiday of lights will be the spark she needed to set
her heart ablaze. "A luminous celebration of all types of love, threaded with the
message that everyone is worthy of it.”—Rachel Lynn Solomon, author of The Ex
Talk
Many people have given their lives to protect the United States of America.
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Memorial Day, celebrated on the last Monday of May, is the day Americans
honor those who have sacrificed their lives for their country. This title offers facts
about the history and traditions of this important holiday for beginning readers.
Bestselling author Marian Keyes has delighted readers with the lives, loves, and foibles of the
irrepressible Walsh sisters and their eccentric mammy. In this Life in the Big Apple is perfect
for Anna. She has the best job in the world, a lovely apartment, and great friends. Then one
morning, she wakes up in her mammy's house in Dublin with stitches in her face, a dislocated
knee, hands smashed up, and no memory at all of what happened. As soon as she's able,
Anna's flying back to Manhattan, mystified but determined to find out how her life turned upside
down. As her past slowly begins coming back to her, she sets out on an outrageous
quest—involving lilies, psychics, mediums, and anyone who can point her in the right direction.
Marrying life's darker bits with wild humor and tender wit, Anybody Out There? is a strange and
wonderfully charming look at love here and ever after.
It's time for Christmas in Seagrove! Are you ready to catch up with your favorite characters on
the tiny lowcountry island of Seagrove, SC? When we last left off, there was a big wedding and
an addition to the family. But, what happens when a new resident moves to town and shakes
things up? And what will everyone do when a familiar face shows up and creates chaos during
the holidays? Click to start reading book 6 in this USA Bestselling series!
"A Jewish girl decides that she wants to celebrate Christmas, so she writes a letter to Santa."-Thought leader, racial justice educator, and sought-after spiritual activist Rachel Ricketts offers
mindful and practical steps for all humans to dismantle white supremacy on a personal and
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collective level. Heart-centered and spirit-based practices are the missing but vital piece to
achieving racial justice. Do Better is a revolutionary offering that addresses anti-racism from a
comprehensive, intersectional, and spiritually-aligned perspective. This actionable guidebook
illustrates how to engage in the heart-centered and mindfulness-based practices that racial
justice educator and healer Rachel Ricketts has developed to fight white supremacy from the
inside out, in our personal lives and communities alike. It is a loving and assertive call to do the
deep—and often uncomfortable—inner work that precipitates much-needed external and global
change. Radical racial justice includes daily, intentional, and informed action. It demands
addressing the emotional violence we have perpetuated on ourselves and others (most notably
toward Black and Indigenous women and femmes), both as individuals and as a society. Do
Better provides the missing pieces to manifest practicable, sustainable solutions such as
identifying where we most get stuck, mitigating the harm we inflict on others, and mending our
hearts from our most painful race and gender-based experiences, plus much more. This
inspirational and eye-opening handbook is filled with carefully curated soulcare activities for
getting into our bodies and better withstanding the grief, rage, and conflicting emotions that
naturally arise when we fight against injustice. Culturally informed, secular spiritual exercises,
such as guided meditations, transformative breathwork, and journaling prompt unpack our
privilege, and take up the ongoing fight against oppression, while transforming our own lives
along the way.
INSTANT #1 BESTSELLER! A brand-new book from the #1 bestselling author of The Break
and The Woman Who Stole My Life. They're a glamorous family, the Caseys. Johnny Casey,
his two brothers Ed and Liam, their beautiful, talented wives and all their kids spend a lot of
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time together--birthday parties, anniversary celebrations, weekends away. And they're a happy
family. Johnny's wife, Jessie--who has the most money--insists on it. Under the surface,
though, conditions are murkier. While some people clash, other people like each other far too
much . . . Still, everything manages to stay under control--that is, until Ed's wife, Cara, gets a
concussion and can't keep her thoughts or opinions to herself. One careless remark at
Johnny's birthday party, with the entire family present, and Cara starts spilling all their secrets.
As everything unravels, each of the adults finds themselves wondering if it's--finally--the time to
grow up.
In the United States, Labor Day honors American workers. What started as a small labor union
festival in 1882 has become a national holiday. Every first Monday in September, many
schools and businesses close, and parades pop up across the country! This informative title
explains the history and many transformations of Labor Day.
Day of the Dead sounds like it should have a morbid, depressing tone. But the Latin American
holiday is really focused on love and remembrance. Yes, people gather in cemeteries, but for
dancing and decorating graves! This book shows kids a holiday that honors the lives of lost
loved ones.
A luminous, powerful novel that establishes Rachel Cusk as one of the finest writers in the
English language A man and a woman are seated next to each other on a plane. They get to
talking—about their destination, their careers, their families. Grievances are aired, family
tragedies discussed, marriages and divorces analyzed. An intimacy is established as two
strangers contrast their own fictions about their lives. Rachel Cusk's Outline is a novel in ten
conversations. Spare and stark, it follows a novelist teaching a course in creative writing during
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one oppressively hot summer in Athens. She leads her students in storytelling exercises. She
meets other visiting writers for dinner and discourse. She goes swimming in the Ionian Sea
with her neighbor from the plane. The people she encounters speak volubly about themselves:
their fantasies, anxieties, pet theories, regrets, and longings. And through these disclosures, a
portrait of the narrator is drawn by contrast, a portrait of a woman learning to face a great loss.
Outline takes a hard look at the things that are hardest to speak about. It brilliantly captures
conversations, investigates people's motivations for storytelling, and questions their ability to
ever do so honestly or unselfishly. In doing so it bares the deepest impulses behind the craft of
fiction writing. This is Rachel Cusk's finest work yet, and one of the most startling, brilliant,
original novels of recent years. A Finalist for the Folio Prize, the Goldsmiths Prize, the
Scotiabank Giller Prize, and the Baileys Women’s Prize for Fiction One of The New York
Times' Top Ten Books of the Year Named a A New York Times Book Review Notable Book
and a Best Book of the Year by The New Yorker, Vogue, NPR, The Guardian, The
Independent, Glamour, and The Globe and Mail

Mikey & Rachel, a young English couple take a vacatIon to Thailand, the holiday
goes well, when Rachel suddenly disappears, with only the help of Alex, a lone
Australian tourist, Mikey searches for Rachel. Soon the hotel claim Rachel was
never at the hotel, the Thai authorities soon claim Rachel was never in the
country, Alex begins to question Mikey’s state of mind, has Mikey gone mad or
has Rachel really gone missing?
Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller “Compulsively readable...a
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gothic thriller laced with arsenic.” ––EW One of the Most Anticipated Books of
2021: CNN • Newsweek • Vulture • PopSugar • Parade • BuzzFeed • E!Online
• TimeOut • Woman's Day • Goodreads • She Reads • Good Housekeeping •
CrimeReads • Frolic • Hello! • Mystery and Suspense January 2021 Indie Next
Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick A delicious twist on a Gothic classic, The Wife
Upstairs pairs Southern charm with atmospheric domestic suspense, perfect for
fans of B.A. Paris and Megan Miranda. Meet Jane. Newly arrived to Birmingham,
Alabama, Jane is a broke dog-walker in Thornfield Estates––a gated community
full of McMansions, shiny SUVs, and bored housewives. The kind of place where
no one will notice if Jane lifts the discarded tchotchkes and jewelry off the side
tables of her well-heeled clients. Where no one will think to ask if Jane is her real
name. But her luck changes when she meets Eddie Rochester. Recently
widowed, Eddie is Thornfield Estates’ most mysterious resident. His wife, Bea,
drowned in a boating accident with her best friend, their bodies lost to the deep.
Jane can’t help but see an opportunity in Eddie––not only is he rich, brooding,
and handsome, he could also offer her the kind of protection she’s always
yearned for. Yet as Jane and Eddie fall for each other, Jane is increasingly
haunted by the legend of Bea, an ambitious beauty with a rags-to-riches origin
story, who launched a wildly successful southern lifestyle brand. How can she,
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plain Jane, ever measure up? And can she win Eddie’s heart before her
past––or his––catches up to her? With delicious suspense, incisive wit, and a
fresh, feminist sensibility, The Wife Upstairs flips the script on a timeless tale of
forbidden romance, ill-advised attraction, and a wife who just won’t stay buried.
In this vivid reimagining of one of literature’s most twisted love triangles, which
Mrs. Rochester will get her happy ending?
Motherhood, nurture and violence – these are the themes of Elske Rahill's
remarkable first collection, In White Ink. Rahill brings to life the psychological and
physical reality of mothering, pregnancy and childbirth in ways that few others
writers have attempted. Here is a biting realism, in the relations between men
and women and in the expectations and failures of their assigned roles. Each
story is illumined by moments of harsh poetry. They are carefully crafted
snapshots of our condition. In the title story, an isolated young mother is locked in
to a custody battle with her abusive husband; 'Right to Reply' shows three
generations of women confronting the terrible legacy of their family's past; in
'Toby', a woman obsessed with hygiene finally snaps, when she finds her home
is infested with fleas. The precision of Rahill's prose, the stoicism of her
unflinching narrative gaze, reveal characters caught up in violently emotional
situations. The version of motherhood found here is painful. Yet its endurance, as
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nature's greatest force, is brilliantly and compassionately rendered.
Christmas is a holiday of symbols. Evergreen trees stand for life in the dead of
winter. Nativity scenes remind Christians of JesusÕs birthday. Santa Claus is the
image of cheerful gift-giving. In this title, young readers will discover the meaning
behind a few popular Christmastime traditions.
Raptor operative Nate Sifuentes isn’t thrilled to find himself back on the job on
the first day of his winter vacation, but he can’t say no when his brother asks a
favor. At least he’ll earn an easy Christmas bonus—after all, driving a fired
military contractor home after she’s been escorted off base by military police
can’t be that hard. In a matter of minutes, Leah Ellis has lost everything, and
now she’s stranded in the nation’s capital on the first night of Hanukkah without
money, phone, or bed. All she has is a mysterious driver who might be after her
technical knowledge of the US military’s drone operations. The former Green
Beret’s protective instincts—and skills—kick in when he discovers the alluring AI
engineer is being hunted. On the run, they escape the winter cold by generating
their own heat, but will they find answers in time to stop a terror attack on
Christmas Day? Topics: holiday, Christmas, Hanukkah, New Year, snowed in, on
the run, military thriller, political thriller, political romance, contemporary romance,
romantic suspense, thriller, mystery, hot romance, women's romance, action and
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adventure, special forces, Army Ranger, military romance, special ops romance,
mercenaries, billionaire, politician hero, archaeology, alpha hero, strong heroine,
scientist heroine, Artificial Intelligence, Rachel Grant, Evidence Series, Raptor,
Raptor Series
"Children who are introduced to God, through attending church or having loved
ones who speak often about God, often have a lot of questions, including this
ever-popular one: What is God like? The late Rachel Held Evans loved the Bible
and loved showing God's love through the words and pictures found in that
ancient text. Through these pictures from the Bible, children see that God is like a
shepherd, God is like a star, God is like a gardener, God is like the wind, and
more. God is a comforter and support"-An alien makes an unexpected friend in this irresistible picture book about finding
your place in the universe. Marty is a tiny green Martian who lives here on Earth.
You've never noticed him before, because he is undercover . . . Marty wears
disguises and studies human behavior in order to fit in. He is always watching,
learning, and laughing. And then one day, after much preparation, Marty gets a
job! He loves to watch his customers, and he even makes some friends. But
Marty knows he can never reveal his secret. Humans are terrified of Martians.
When his cover gets blown, Marty needs somewhere safe to go. Who will see
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beyond his strange, green looks to show him kindness? This adorable story of an
outsider with a good heart reminds readers that everyone needs a place to call
home--and a friend for company. Zoey Abbott's colorful art, full of elaborate
costumes and whimsical details, pops against Rachel Nobel's spare, sweet text.
With its charming way of promoting inclusivity, the book makes for a perfect
companion to All Are Welcome.
You could say the best is saved for last when it comes to Chinese New Year. The
Lantern Festival stands as the holiday's grand finale. Dragon and lion puppets
dance by day. At night, glowing lanterns float on water and across sky. This
introduction to China's most famous celebration will mesmerize beginning
readers.
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